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NEWS in brief
VIRIDIAN HOUSING

-WORKS

All the cooling equipment was specified by
our local Daikin technical representative.
To ensure that the needs of the separate
medical stores were taken into consideration,
a bespoke solution was achieved for each
one. Work started on the 13th February,
with the project reaching practical
completion quickly and efficiently on 29th
February. Client feedback: “provided an
outstanding finishing result.”

AIR CONDITIONING
INSTALLATION

Viridian Housing chose A.C. Preou as the
main contractor to install suitable air
conditioning to the medicine rooms in 3
care homes, where ventilation was required
to keep the medical stores at specific
temperatures.

UCL HOSPITAL DARWIN
BUILDING

-WORKS

Works started on 8th April, consisting of
carefully removing the two hire steam
generators from site, and installing the
brand new permanent steam generators.
We allowed for weekend working, to ensure
the steam generators were online by the
date specified by the UCL. We achieved
practical completion on the 24th April,
with our Client delighted by the efficiency
and swiftness with which we delivered the
completed system.

ELECTRIC STEAM
GENERATOR INSTALLATION

Founded in 1826, UCL is London’s leading
multidisciplinary university. It was the
first in England to admit students of any
background, religion or gender.

LONDON BOROUGH of

ENFIELD
-WORKS

We also provided new power & controls
cabling from the existing controls panel,
with upgraded Trend software to give the
client full control over the new plant. We
started work on site on 27th February
reaching practical completion on 24th
March.

Our expertise in providing solutions to antiquated heating systems was put
to good use in this 12th century church. Paul Gibson of St Botolph without
Bishopsgate Church, sought our advise on a solution to the church’s failing
heating system.
We suggested condensing boilers, enabling an even, slow, comforting heat,
throughout the whole church. These boilers provide a first rate modern energy
efficient heating system. In addition we suggested a magnetic dirt strainer,
which would continue to clean the system, prolonging the system’s working life.
Works soon commenced, we carried out the chemical flushing and cleansing of
the heating system before the new plant work connections.
It was a honor to be appointed to work in this historical Christian place of
worship. Since 1212 the church has been a place of refuge and tranquility.
Now nestled between the skyscrapers of the City of London’s financial centre,
still provides this invaluable facility, a direct contrast to the hubbub of central
London. St Botolph’s burial grounds were the first of the City’s to be converted
to a public garden as seen here.
Once having drained down the system, disconnecting and removing the
existing asbestos contaminated boilers and old heating pumps, we supplied
two fully automatic Broag Eco 110 gas fired condensing boilers, with motorised
flue dampers and condense drains. Along with the boilers, we fitted the high
efficiency circulation pump, magnetic dirt strainer, and an easy treat dosing pot.
All for ease of use by our Client.

SCHOOL SUMMER HOLIDAY SHUT DOWN WORKS
BOILER REPLACEMENT

The London Borough of Enfield appointed
A.C. Preou as the principal contractor to
supply and install two new Worcester
GreenStar condensing boilers, along with
adapting the cold water mains pipework &
the gas pipework to suit the new system.

ST BOTOLPH WITHOUT BISHOPSGATE CHURCH

We deliver a fast, first class school holiday
shutdown boiler house, hot and cold water
refurbishment service. The school summer
and autumn holidays are fast approaching, we’re
aware projects during this time of year are a
challenge, the key to our success is planning,
ensuring school systems are operational for the
autumn and winter terms, and no mechanical
down time of services to our Clients. Carrying
out refurbishments in occupied and unoccupied

buildings, whether they be schools, leisure
centres, offices or hospitals, all of which are our
speciality. We recognise it is imperative to leave
occupiers with their services, whilst making
improvements. Our team have developed a
unique method of delivering cost effective
solutions, whilst minimising disruption. End
result; the customer is left with a 21st Century
energy efficient system that they can be confident
with, completed on time and within budget.

Members of the BESA for over 25 years, Gas Safe, Construction-line and Exor.
We are qualified to provide an excellent service and the highest quality energy
efficient heating and hot water systems. Keeping abreast with the latest
equipment we continue to exceed our Clients expectations.
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EVENT | COMMUNITY | CHALLENGES
DIABETES UK CHARITY
WALK POEM

I awoke in the morning,
Fresh faced and ready.
Don’t worry, I’m told,
We plan to go steady.

Pictured L-R: Julia, Chris, Daniel and Joe

LONDON BRIDGES CHALLENGE 2016

THE CHALLENGE

On Sunday 9th October, starting at the home of Chelsea Football Club, Stamford Bridge, we headed for
the River Thames, crossing each bridge as we walked east to Tower Bridge where Arthur was waiting
for us. We covered 10 miles and 13 bridges. Our team challenge was to not get lost, keep walking,
striking a fun-pose at each bridge crossing, and of course raise money for this worthy cause. Julia
I enjoy walking, I like seeing the landmarks in London and my family has been affected by Diabetes –
so the London Bridges Challenge sponsored walk looked good to me. I knew the 10 mile route would
be a challenge, and I felt it afterwards, and the day after, and the day after that……. The day was well
organised by Diabetes UK, the weather was kind to us, team Preou kept on target. We even managed
to snap poses on each bridge. Chris
A great day was had by the 4 of us, not only did we enjoy raising the money walking the walk, we had a
lot of fun making up bridge-poses, the Olympians is my favourite! We raised £360 for this worthy cause.
Daniel

PRUDENTIAL 100 RIDE - LONDON-SURREY 2017
THE CHALLENGE - WE MUST COMPLETE WITHIN 8.5 HOURS!

Julia & Daniel love nature and the natural world
and know how important it is to protect and
preserve, for this reason we will be taking on the
Surrey Hills again this year. We are both riding for
Tusk as this is a charity close to our hearts and
greatly supported by Preou. If you would like to
support our chosen charity Tusk please donate:
www.justgiving.com/TEAM-PREOU1
Celebrating the legacy for cycling created by the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympics Games,
Prudential RideLondon-Surrey 100 starts in Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park, then follows a 100-mile
route on closed roads through the capital and into
Surrey’s stunning countryside and finishing on
The Mall in central London.

With leg-testing climbs and a route made famous
by the world’s best cyclists in 2012, it’s a truly
spectacular event for us to be involved in. We both
won our places in the ballot but are still raising
money for our chosen charity Tusk and at the
same time raising awareness of another charity
we support www.savingthesurvivors.org.
We will be wearing the Saving the Survivors cycling
jerseys to raise awareness of the vital work being
carried out by Dr. Johan Marais and his team, who
have pioneered the reconstruction of rhinoceros
faces when poachers have left them for dead after
hacking off their horns.

You’re tired already?
This walk will be fun.
Joe, stop complaining,
We don’t plan to run.
If the others can do it,
Then anyone can.
Just follow Daniel,
For he has a plan.
But where is he taking us?
Well what do you think?
He’s trying to findUs somewhere to drink.

DANIEL HEROLD’S
GRADUATION
A very proud day
for Daniel and a
very special day
for us too, we
have supported
Daniel throughout
his formal training
and apprenticeship, he started with us at the
age of 16 having just left school
not knowing where or what his
future was to hold. He’s come a
long way from the cheeky
teenager on site, to the
contracts manager he is today.
Well done Daniel, the many
hours of study and practical
training have paid off. We wish
you a very ‘Warm welcome to
the Heating, Ventilating and Air
Conditioning Industry’.

